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INTRODUCTION 
 
This will be a year the Mont St. Joseph (MSJ) family will long remember.  There were many success stories but most of us 
will remember 2020 for the COVID-19 and the challenges it presented to every person on earth.  Whether the stories were 
positive or ‘not so’ positive, we remind ourselves of the generosity of our community that supports the people who live at 
MSJ Home through the good – and difficult - times.       
 
Our Report highlights individuals and groups who support and care for the people who live at MSJ Home.   Residents’ 
families and friends provide care through their time and love.  Staff share their skills and dedication so our Residents can live 
their lives as best they can.  Volunteers offer time and energy with a smile and encouragement.  Individuals and groups of 
the community share their talents through song and other forms of entertainment, faith and social opportunities.  What a 
powerful illustration of team work at its best.   
 
For our Foundation, the ‘icing on the cake’ is that many who donate their time and skills to the Residents also donate 
monies to the MSJ Foundation.  It utilizes these donations to provide for the many special needs of the Residents that are 
simply not covered by their monthly fees and Government grants.  Simply, MSJ Home would NOT be the place it is today 
without the support of every person who has donated to the Foundation over the years. 
   
Could you imagine this place without the annual upgrades in furnishings and equipment?  What would the Home be without 
spiritual and pastoral care?  How would our Residents be transported to special events without the handi-bus and van?  
Through your financial donations, the Foundation contributes and supports these and so many other initiatives.  Perhaps 
this year’s most visible example of support is the installation of the deck by the front entrance area.  It will provide 
opportunities for fresh air, visits and companionship for years to come.  It is this type of improvement your donations 
support each and every year. 
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THE YEAR’S PROJECTS 

 
The Foundation has five annual Projects to raise funds and create awareness of the people who live at Mont St. Joseph 
Home.  A common characteristic of these Projects is that each requires local business(es) to take on a major sponsorship 
role.  We urge you to visit these businesses and tell them how much you appreciate their support.  Tell them what a 
difference they make in the lives of the special people who live at Mont St. Joseph Home!  Without our corporate sponsors, 
the Foundation could not carry out its Mission.  Please, stop by their business and extend “thanks” for their support of the 
Mont St. Joseph Foundation whose sole purpose is to provide for the special needs of the people who live at MSJ Home. 

 
 

“Garden of Life” 
  2019 Spring Campaign 
 

This mail campaign supports a number of initiatives including the enhancement of our property and landscaping schemes.  
Eden teams organize their patios for Residents and visitors to enjoy the beauty of our outdoors.  Our property is full of 
flowers and shrubs that are full of variety and beauty.  The Home’s neighbours are thankful for the well-kept lawns and 
property that add to the ambience of 28th Street.  So are the birds that Residents love to watch throughout the year. 
 
After years of ‘dreaming,’ the front entrance patio was built in September.  What an addition it will be to the Residents of 
MSJ Home.  To our visitors too!  We will get to enjoy the outdoors in group settings.  The patio will be enjoyed for years to 
come.  The patio – and so much more – could not be possible with the support that individuals provide to this campaign – 
and other fund-raisers that are planned and organized throughout the year. 
 
As is the case with every fund-raising effort, we are blessed by the support of Roses Stewart and the Victoria Square 
Compounding Pharmacy, our platinum sponsor for the Garden of Life.  We encourage people within the extended 
MSJ family to recognize – and thank – Roses and, indeed every sponsor of our fund-raising efforts who make a difference 
for the people who live here. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Together, we are making a difference. 
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Grandparents Day & Stroll-a-thon 

September 8, 2019 
 
This day is anticipated with relish by Residents, their family and friends, our staff and volunteers 
EVERY year!  This year was no exception……..and why would it be?  It is simply one of the best 
days of the year for our Residents – and MSJ Home!  Our dream to be a ‘welcoming Christian 
community giving life meaning’ is in full display.  It illustrates our core value of hospitality where 
people expect – and know - there will be a warm and welcoming atmosphere.  The Home is buzzing 
with music and activities.  Children are having fun.  The plagues of loneliness, helplessness and 
boredom are nowhere to be found.  Grandparents Day & Stroll-a-thon is “community” at its very 
best. 
 

This event is also an amazing fund-raiser.  Proceeds are used to improve the furnishings and equipment in Residents’ 
common living areas.  The health-care system does not provide funding for furnishings in special care homes.  Imagine what 
our Home would like look if we could not update our furnishings!  Imagine how safe our Home would be if we did not 
replace worn or antiquated equipment!  These updates are NOT possible without donor support. 
 
We are blessed by RBC who is our platinum sponsor.  We also welcome our new gold sponsor Quality Life Services Inc., 
silver sponsor the Columbian Club of Prince Albert and bronze sponsor Golden Mobility & Rehab Ltd.  Aren’t we blessed 
by local businesses and groups who contribute so much to the ambience of our community?  
 
Arsene Billo and his Committee of Ron Bergen, Joan Byrne, Ken Clark, Jeff Fisher, Sharon Knudsen, Betty Makelki, Amie 
Phillips, Lisa Rock, Jeff Ruszkowski, Deb Thompson, Bob Trann and Angela Weinrich are to be commended for how well 
this event went.  The MSJ Home staff did a great job getting Elders ready for the day’s events.  The results of the day 
illustrate powerfully the great teamwork by the extended MSJ Family - family & friends of our Elders, staff, Board members, 
volunteers and, of course, our Residents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Together, our staff, volunteers, sponsors, mischief makers, Residents & Families are 

making a difference. 
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The Gala 

November 23, 2019 
 
There was a strong consensus amongst this year’s participants that this was the best Gala ever.  
With the incredible meal, décor, lighting and music it was easy to see why! That says a lot for how 
well Anna Stonechild and her committee of Shelley Horn, Betty Makelki, Glenn McMullen, Wes 
Moore, Allison Nagy, Bev Remai and Angela Weinrich planned and organized this event.  This 
committee gave our guests the ‘Red Carpet’ treatment and helped them stroll down 5th Avenue 
New York with all the glitz and glamour of Audrey Hepburn.  Our platinum sponsor, Northern 

Lights Casino, continued to provide a world class meal and service.  The music and dancing was infectious; the fellowship 
and friendship even better!  Simply, it was an amazing evening that illustrated the beauty of people who think “as 
community.” 
 
Along with our Diamond Presenting Sponsor, Northern Lights Casino, our Sponsorship team included Gary Anderson, Dr. 
Stan and Lizabeth Oleksinski and Tamarack Ventures as our platinum sponsors.  Silver sponsors included Bocian Jewellers, 
Enchanted Florist, Deloitte, Fresh Air Experience, Lake Country Co-op, PA Fast Print, Prince Albert Inn, Prestigious Event 
Planning, Spectrum Sound, Ted Matheson Men’s Wear and Tux & Tails.  The generosity and support that our sponsorship 
team provides is integral to creating the experience that is our unique and impressive Gala.  When you put all these facets 
together you create an unforgettable event that benefits the people who live at MSJ Home. The people who live at Mont St. 
Joseph Home are the reason our Foundation’s Directors are so diligent in their efforts to raise funds! 
 
 

 
                                                        
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Together, our guests and our sponsors make a difference. 
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“Tree of Love” 

2019 Winter Mail Campaign 
 
This year, we mailed 500 asks to support the Tree of Love mail campaign.  We had a great response and 
why not?!  The Tree of Love provides donors the opportunity to recognize, honour or remember 
someone important in their life.  For every donation that is received, a decoration is placed on the Tree of 
Love that is, appropriately, located by the Holy Family Chapel.  It is heart-warming to see people stop by 
the Tree of Love and read the messages about the people being honoured or remembered on the donors’ 
‘decorations.’ 

 
The Rotary Club of Prince Albert is our platinum sponsor for this campaign.  They use their infamous Rotary Wine Premier 
to support the Tree of Love campaign.  Proceeds are used to support our spiritual and pastoral Care program that is so 
appreciated by Residents, their families – and our staff.  This program is one of those intangibles that distinguish us from 
other special care homes.  When 90% of respondents to evaluations about the Home’s service indicate they are appreciative 
of the spiritual care at MSJ Home for their loved one(s), it says something that we cannot ignore.  Without the response 
from donors to this touching campaign, this commitment to our Elders and extended family could not be made. 
 
Below are examples of messages that people provided on the decorations that became a part of this year’s Tree of Love.   
Powerful and inspiring, eh?!  
 
“Because someone we love is in 
Heaven there’s a little bit of 
Heaven at MSJ’s”  
 
“All deceased Knights of 
Columbus” 
 
“Our Son David” 

“Hazel Cowan, love and remember 
you” 
 
“Ron Berezowsky, always loved by 
Maggie, Nicole & Ryan”  
 
“All the residents and staff!” 
 

“With loving memories we thank 
you. You molded us, taught us 
values and principles with love to 
pass on to our descendants” 
  
 “In memory of family members 
forever loved and deeply missed.” 

 

 
 

Together, as you ‘decorate’ the Tree of Love, you make a difference. 
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Monty FunSpiel Project 

February 1, 2020 
 

Can you feel Dennis Bleier smiling in heaven as he watched this year’s Monty?  Certainly, his wife 
June was beaming as she witnessed the fun and mischief that is the Monty.  32 teams.  32 sponsors.  
The rink was packed!  And, how about the Cosmo Club; this year’s Platinum Sponsor?!  What would 
this community be like without the service clubs and their members who quietly go about “their 
business” to support the many worthy causes of our community? 
 
The day continues to be discussed around coffee time here at the Home.  Whether it’s about the 
great outfits that some of our teams came to play in, the fun of learning a new game, using a 
different approach that ‘evened’ the playing field, the great turnout of people at the facility or the 

number of families or the new faces that joined us this year, the Monty generates powerful memories for all participants.  
 
To have such an amazing turnout and response, there must be a plan that provides opportunities for people to have fun and 
enjoy the amazing game that Canadians love.  This year’s Monty was planned by Jeff Fischer and his amazing committee of 
Garth Beddome, Bruce Grimwood, Morley Harrison, Shelley Horn, Betty Makelki, Glenn McMullen, Angelo Minier, Guy 
Mounce, Anna Stonechild and Don Thorsen.  They worked so hard to plan this year’s event……but did everyone notice 
how much FUN they were having?!!  Congratulations to this year’s planning committee who provided a memorable day for 
all involved………and generated a profit to assist the Foundation with its goals. 
 
And, how about the Prince Albert Golf and Curling Club and its staff?  What a great job they did making everyone feel 
welcome.  This is a true partnership where participants, the Club and our Foundation win!  Yes, the Residents of MSJ Home 
too!  This likely means the Monty will be around for another 20 years.  And, Dennis is smiling with pride and appreciation 
for all who support this fund-raiser……….and the people who live at Mont St. Joseph Home. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Together, we curled, had fun….. and made a difference! 
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GIVING PROGRAMS 

 

Circle of  Care 
Monthly Donor Program 

 

 The “Circle of Care” program is designed for individuals or groups to donate a specific amount 
on a monthly basis to the MSJ Foundation. We appreciate this form of giving because regular 
monthly contributions generate significant sums by year-end. A charitable tax receipt is mailed in 
February each year to support your income tax planning efforts!  This past year, this program 
generated almost $40,000 from the 67 people who contributed $10 or more a month.  
Think where we could be with if we doubled the amount of donors!  People who support this 
Program usually become long time contributors who contribute to other fund-raising Projects as 
well!  We have monthly donors who have contributed 18 years – and counting!  They understand 

that the person they love most in the world may need to live at MSJ Home tomorrow.  Or, they already know there are 120 
people living at MSJ Home who need support today! 
 

Our hope and dream is that every Resident and their family will commit to supporting this monthly donor program.  It is 
such an effective way to raise funds.  It is such an easy way to donate and support the many special needs of the Home and 
the people who live here.     
 
We would like to thank Circle of Care monthly donors including: 
 
Aadland, Colleen 
Allard, Pierre & Janine 
Bardal, Evelyn 
Bergen, Ron 
Bergquist, Alice 
Billo, Arsene 
Bleier, June; 
Bodnarchuk, Marjorie 
Brown, Jane 
Campbell, Shirley 
Cheal-Smith, Linda & 
Gary 
Chretien, Lillian 
Cornerstone Insurance 
Cowan, Jack & Roseline 
Designer Paws 
Grooming 
Dobrowolsky, Gord 
Engele, Sheila 

Fisher, Gail 
Fisher, Jeff 
Fraser, Betty & Michael 
George, Eleanor 
Graham, Gail 
Grimes, Patricia 
Harradence, Hugh 
Harris, Brian 
Heffernan, Pam 
Helm, James & Karen 
Hodgson, Julie 
Horn, Shelley & Ron 
Hryhorchuk, Peter 
Jacques, Janice 
JG's Collision 
Jurgens, Margery; 
LaHaye, Vivian 
Lang, Jack 
Larrea, Lesley 

LeBrun, Wendi & 
Claude 
Loehr, Terry 
Logodin, Rita 
Lysyk, Irene 
Martin, Boyd 
Martin, Brian 
Matheson, Fred 
Mayotte, Marg 
McMullen, Glenn 
Monkman, Addline 
Newman, Duncan 
Olesko, Janis 
PA Brewing Company 
Pfefferle, Darlene 
Prakash Consulting 
Remai, Joe & Bev 
Robin, Sadie Marie 
Robinson Laurel 

Rouse, Sylvia 
Sereda, Andrew & 
Wanda 
Stanley, Rita 
Stonechild, Anna & Jim 
Swystun, John 
Thompson, Debra 
Thompson, Patricia 
Timoffee, Barbara 
Tuck, Robert & Nicole 
Vandale, Valerie 
Warkentin, Muriel & 
Lloyd 
Zelensky, Penny

 

As you can see, our contributors to the Circle of Care is growing.  Please, contact our Resource Development Co-ordinator, 
Jessica Gale or any of our Board members and join this amazing group of people Help us make the Circle of Care our best 
and most effective fund-raiser.   
 

  
 
 

Please, join our Circle of  Care monthly donor program. Together, we can make a difference. 
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Leave a Legacy 

  

Planned Giving allows individuals to plan for and include MSJ Home in their wills and estates.  We urge every person who 
appreciates the Home’s dream to be “a welcoming Christian community” to contact their lawyer and/or financial planner 
and/or accountant and make a Planned Gift for one of the many worthy causes in our community.  Hopefully, you will 
consider Mont St. Joseph Home and the people who live here in your plans! 
 

We are blessed by every person who “leaves a legacy” to MSJ Home through their wills and/or estates.   
 

In Memoriam 
  

The “In Memoriam” program assures donors that people’s loved one’s name will be placed on our Donor Wall located 
beside the Holy Family Chapel.  Those you remember are also acknowledged in our Newsletter.  To our Donor Wall, we 
have added the following names in 2019/20: 
 
In Memory of Sandra Brass     In Memory of Pauline Hryhor   In Memory of Ernest Poulin 
In Memory of Dr. John & Pamela Burt    In Memory of Vera Jmaeff   In Memory of Elizabeth Riviere 
In Memory of Murray Engele     In Memory of Michael Kyasnak   In Memory of Kama Soles 
In Memory of Denis Fournier     In Memory of Marguertie (Anne) O’Connell In Memory of Rod Thomson 
 
As you honour the people you admire and love through “In Memoriam,” what a legacy you leave in their 

name and memory. 
                      
                                                                 Donor Recognition 
 
Because we are a registered charity, the Foundation issues tax deductible charitable receipts.  We do so for any 
donation of $20 or more.  We use the Donor Wall located by the Holy Family Chapel to recognize individuals, 
groups and businesses who contribute.  As your donations accumulate, you move on the Donor Wall from one 
category of donor to the next.   The various categories - and dollar value for each - include: 
 

Donor Recognition Category Levels 

          Friends              $1,000 - $4,999 

            Supporter           $5,000 - $9,999  

                                                                  Benefactor                 $10,000 - $24,999 

                                                                  Patron                 $25,000 - $49,000 

                                                                  Major Benefactor       $50,000 - $99,000 

                                                                  Major Patron             $100,000 + 
 

 

 

The following people and/or groups have been added to our Donor Wall or 
moved to different categories within it this year: 

Name of Individual/Group    Past Category   Current Category 
Abrametz, Peter & Brenda    Friend    Supporter 
Advantage Real Estate     Friend 
Asiil Enterprises Ltd.     Supporter   Benefactor 
Bardal, Evelyn      Friend 
Beachcomber Hot Tubs     Friend 
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Bergen, Ron & Elaine     Friend    Supporter 
Bleier, Dennis & June     Friend    Supporter 
Bob Trann Family     Benefactor 
Boden, Mark & Rene     Friend 
Bodnarchuk, Marj & John    Friend    Supporter 
Britz, Betty      Friend 
Broda Group of Companies    Benefactor   Patron 
Broda, Gordie      Supporter 
Brooks, Bernice      Friend 
Buchkowsky, Florence     Friend 
Byrne, Joan      Friend 
Case, Victor & Mairi     Friend 
Chorney, Rose      Friend 
Christakos, Dan & Karen    Friend 
Christopher Emma Lakeland Lions   Friend 
CJ Development Inc.     Friend 
Clark, Ken      Friend 
Cochrane, Janice & Roger    Friend 
Columbian Club of Prince Albert    Friend 
Conexus Credit Union     Supporter   Benefactor 
Cornerstone Insurance     Friend    Supporter 
Denyer, Vern      Benefactor   Patron 
Dobrowolsky, Gordon     Friend 
Dodge, Penny & Ed     Friend    Supporter 
Dolezsar, Don & Marlene    Friend 
Dolaptchiev, Alex & Karla    Supporter 
Dr. Ayaaz Ramji Medical Professional Corporation Supporter   Benefactor 
Econo Lumber      Benefactor   Patron  
Enchanted Florist     Friend 
Evergreen Nissan Prince Albert    Friend 
Frist General Services Prince Albert   Supporter   Benefactor 
Fisher, Helen      Friend 
Fontaine, Therese     Friend 
Gange, Howard & Shirley    Friend 
Gendour Interiors Ltd.     Friend 
George, Eleanor      Friend 
GlenMor      Friend 
Graham, Gail      Friend 
Grimes, Patricia      Friend 
Guillou, Bonnie & Mario     Friend 
Haberstock, Jodi      Friend 
Happy Camper RV     Friend    Supporter 
Harradence, Helen     Friend    Benefactor 
Hayunga, Duane & Christa    Friend 
Hjertaas, David      Friend 
Horn’s Sports Inc. T/A Fresh Air Experience  Friend 
Houle Electric Ltd.     Friend 
Hryhorchuk, Peter     Friend 
Johnson, Sylvia & Don     Friend 
Kiegerl, Willibald & Jean     Supporter 
Kulyk, Janet M.      Friend 
LaHaye, Adele      Friend     
LaHaye, Isabel      Friend    Supporter 
Lake Country Co-operative Association Ltd.  Friend 
Lang, Jack & Harriett     Supporter   Benefactor 
LeBrun, Wendi & Claude    Friend 
Leduc, Yvonne      Friend 
Lemieux, Ben      Friend 
Lemieux, Curtis      Friend 
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Lemieux, Vic & Janet     Benefactor  
Les Filles De La Providence    Patron    Major Benefactor 
Logan’s Family Store     Friend 
Logodin, Rita      Friend 
Lomheim, Paul      Friend 
Malec, Dr. Stephen     Friend 
Martin, Boyd & Natalia     Friend 
Martin, Brian & Michelle     Patron    Major Benefactor 
Matthews, John      Friend 
Mayotte, Marg      Supporter 
Mazurak, Eva      Friend 
McLaren, Peter      Friend 
Morris, Loretta      Supporter 
Nagy Holdings Ltd.     Friend 
National Hotel      Friend 
Newman, Alma & Duncan    Friend    Supporter 
Novus Law Group     Friend 
Odnokon, Lorraine     Supporter 
OK Tire      Friend 
Onishenko, Mabel     Friend 
P.A. Firefighter’s Charity Fund    Friend 
P.A. Grey Cab Ltd.     Friend 
Pandila, Anil      Friend 
Pfefferle, Ted & Darlene     Friend 
Piggott, John & Deborah     Friend 
Pillipow, Allan      Friend 
Prakash, Ravi      Friend 
Prestigious Event Planning and Rentals Inc.  Friend    Supporter 
Prince Albert Alarm Systems Ltd.    Supporter 
Prince Albert Brewing Company Inc.   Friend    Supporter 
Prince Albert Insurance Ltd.    Supporter 
Prince Albert Parkland Health Region   Friend 
Prince Albert Safe Shelter for Women Inc.  Friend 
Pugh, Rodell      Friend 
Quality Life Services Inc.     Friend 
Roberts, Brian      Friend 
Rock, Lisa & Brad     Friend 
Rowland, Pat & Daryl     Friend 
Royal Purple Lodge 50     Friend    Supporter 
Rybalka, Wasyl & Sally     Friend 
Saam, William      Friend 
Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority   Supporter   Patron 
Scarrow, Dale      Benefactor 
Senga, Anne      Friend    Supporter 
Soles, Richard & Carol     Friend  
Spectrum Sound Systems     Friend 
St. Mark’s Knights of Columbus 5543   Benefactor   Patron 
St. Joseph Parish     Friend 
St. George’s Knights of Columbus 8655   Benefactor 
Stewart, Nelson & Anne     Friend 
Storm Tech Renovations and Restorations  Friend 
Swystun, John & Anita     Friend     Supporter 
T. Matheson Holdings Ltd.    Friend 
Thierman Consulting Inc.    Friend    Supporter 
Thierman, Clint & Deb     Friend 
Thorpe Brothers Ltd.     Friend 
Thorsen, Don & Donna     Friend 
Uban, Zeba      Friend 
Veith, Sylvia & Martin     Friend 
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Vermette Trucking & Wood Preservers Ltd.  Friend 
Victoria Hospital Foundation    Friend 
Victoria Square Compounding Pharmacy   Benefactor   Major Benefactor 
Walters Service      Friend 
Warkentin, Muriel & Lloyd    Friend 
Whitter, Randy      Friend 
 
Thank you to each and every donor for supporting our Foundation.  Congratulations to the 29 donors who moved from 
one category to another.  We added 101 new names to the Donor Wall.  Amazing!  The people who live at MSJ Home 
today – and tomorrow – benefit from each and every donor’s generosity.  Where would we – and our community – be 
without the support of the people who live at MSJ Home today – and tomorrow? 

 

Together, we DO make a difference! 
 
 

How Your Donations made a Difference 
2019/20 

 
Your donations are utilized to support and enhance furnishings, equipment and/or program initiatives.  The graph below 
illustrates how this year’s donations were used. 

 
Contributions the Foundation Provides to MSJ Home 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

CLOSING OBSERVATIONS 
 

Over the years, I have watched our Foundation grow in stature and effectiveness.  Donor and sponsorship teams 
have increased as has their contributions.  Our Projects get better and better every year…...which is your favorite 
one?  Wouldn’t that be an interesting debate…….every person has their particular “favorite” I’m sure.  There’s no 
debate for me.  I love them all. 
 
The same could be said about our Programs.  The Circle of Care monthly donor program continues to expand the 
number of participants and monies raised.  We do not budget for a Planned Gift; yet it seems every year someone 
includes the Home in their will and/or estate.  And, of course, the Memorial program provides family and friends 
the opportunity to have their loved one’s name permanently etched on the Donor Wall.  Ultimately, these three 
programs provide the Foundation with the hope and belief that the special needs of the people living here will 
continue to be met through the support of every person, group and/or business that donates to the MSJ 
Foundation. 
 
Thankfully, the Foundation’s growth is more than its Projects and Programs.  It’s about the community having 
the opportunity to learn about the people who live at MSJ Home.  The Foundation shares the Home’s story to 
live its Mission and create an environment of compassion and love where every Resident is treated with respect 

Furnishings, equipment $58,600  

Spiritual Care $38,800 

Community Relations $34,700 

Development & Training $24,000 

Program Support $21,500 

Workplace Wellness Initiatives $1,000 
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and dignity.  It announces the successes we have and, yes, it shares the challenges too.  People have a right to 
know what happens in our special care home………they need to know……..and take ownership accordingly! 
 
Our Foundation is also about the relationships it and its staff, volunteers and Board of Directors enjoy with this 
community and extended MSJ family.  Every day, I witness someone from the Foundation making a difference in 
the lives of one or more of the Residents.  Or, I hear of another person or group responding when they are asked 
to become a donor.  Every day, something remarkable happens that contributes in a positive fashion to our 
Residents and their well-being. 
 
Yet, there is even more at work that contributes to the Foundation’s growth and credibility.  It’s also about the 
memories that have been generated through the work and passion of the Foundation.  It’s about the traditions 
that have been created that many of us almost take for granted.  As we reflect on those memories and traditions, 
we begin to understand and appreciate that the Foundation is here for the long term…….it values and recognizes 
the importance of its work because the people who live at the Home are important. 
 
The Foundation’s Board of Directors are an amazing group.  During my time here, the Foundation has had John 
Swystun, Dennis Bleier, Ron Bergen and Glenn McMullen as Chairpersons.  These distinguished gentlemen and 
their dedicated Directors have contributed thousands and thousands of hours of time – and their own money – to 
support the Foundation’s dream to provide for the (many) special needs of the people who live at MSJ Home.  
How does one say thank-you to this amazing team?  I have also had the privilege of working with Tracey Fehr, 
Jenn White and (now) Jessica Gale who simply rolled up their sleeves and creativity and made a difference for the 
people who live at MSJ.  The Home is so blessed. 
 
What a powerful instrument the Foundation has become………..because of their singular focus on people.  Many 
years ago, Bishop Blaise Morand, in his homily at the Feast of St. Joseph celebration, told us the Home must be a 
place that emulates the characteristics of Joseph who was, of course, Mary’s husband and Jesus’ father.  He 
reminded all of us - whether we were family or friends of our Elders, staff, volunteers, donors or directors - that 
we are here to serve the people who live at MSJ Home……we are here to do God’s work.  What a privilege and 
honour to be a part of such an amazing organization….an amazing family.   
    

 

Quality and compassionate long term care… 
Yesterday, Today… and with your Support… 

Tomorrow. 
 

Together, let’s continue to make a difference. 
 
 
_________________________ 
 Brian B. Martin 
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Foundation Board of  Directors 
2019/2020 

 
Glenn McMullen, Chairperson 

 
Arsene Billo 

 
Ken Clark 

 
Jeff  Fisher 

  
Shelley Horn 

 
Jack Lang 

 
Betty Makelki 

 
June Merasty 

 
Angelo Minier (retired)  

  
 Anna Stonechild 

 
Bob Trann 

 
Angela Weinrich, Vice Chairperson 

  
 
 
 

   
 
                      Foundation Personnel: 

          Resource Development Coordinator    Jessica Gale  
          Administrative Support       Sheila Fazio 

Marilyn Ksyniuk 
                                 Allison Nelmes 
          Executive Director      Brian B. Martin 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

MSJ Foundation’s Mission is “to enhance our Residents’ quality of life by creating awareness and community 
support through fund-raising initiatives.” 

 
 


